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The Goddess Is In Details Wisdom For Everyday Witch
Deborah Blake
Who and what are marriage and sex for? Whose practices and which ways of
talking to god can count as religion? Lucinda Ramberg considers these questions
based upon two years of ethnographic research on an ongoing South Indian
practice of dedication in which girls, and sometimes boys, are married to a
goddess. Called devadasis, or jogatis, those dedicated become female and male
women who conduct the rites of the goddess outside the walls of her main temple
and transact in sex outside the bounds of conjugal matrimony. Marriage to the
goddess, as well as the rites that the dedication ceremony authorizes jogatis to
perform, have long been seen as illegitimate and criminalized. Kinship with the
goddess is productive for the families who dedicate their children, Ramberg
argues, and yet it cannot conform to modern conceptions of gender, family, or
religion. This nonconformity, she suggests, speaks to the limitations of modern
categories, as well as to the possibilities of relations—between and among
humans and deities—that exceed such categories.
A bargain with a mysterious stranger will change her destiny as Kate Winters
agrees to take the Goddess Test. But every girl who has taken the test has
died… Get swept up in the story about which Cassandra Clare says, “A fresh
take on the Greek myths adds sparkle to this romantic fable.” It’s always been
just Kate and her mom—and her mother is dying. Her last wish? To move back to
her childhood home. So Kate’s going to start at a new school with no friends, no
other family and the fear her mother won’t live past the fall. Then she meets
Henry. Dark. Tortured. And mesmerizing. He claims to be Hades, god of the
Underworld—and if she accepts his bargain, he’ll keep her mother alive while
Kate tries to pass seven tests. Kate is sure he’s crazy—until she sees him bring a
girl back from the dead. Now saving her mother seems amazingly possible. If she
succeeds, she’ll become Henry’s future bride, and a goddess. But what Kate
doesn’t know is that no one has ever passed THE GODDESS TEST. Originally
published in 2011. Don’t miss any of the epic and exhilarating action in the
GODDESS TEST series by Aimée Carter! The following is the complete Goddess
Test series of three full-length novels and six companion novellas, in ideal
reading order: The Goddess Test The Goddess Hunt (Novella) Goddess
Interrupted The Goddess Queen (Novella) The Lovestruck Goddess (Novella)
Goddess of the Underworld (Novella) God of Thieves (Novella) God of
Darkness(Novella) The Goddess Inheritance “A fresh take on the Greek myths
adds sparkle to this romantic fable.” —Cassandra Clare on The Goddess Test
Return of the Serpents of Wisdom author Pinkham tells us that 'The Goddess is
returning ' Pinkham gives us an alternative history of Lucifer, the ancient King of
the World, and the Matriarchal Tradition he founded thousands of years age. The
name Lucifer means 'Light Bringer' and he is the same as the Greek god
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Prometheus, and is different from Satan, who was based on the Egyptian god
Set. Find out how the branches of the Matriarchy-the secret Societies and
Mystery Schools-were formed, and how they have been receiving assistance
from the Brotherhoods on Sirius and Venus to evolve the world and overthrow
the Patriarchy. Learn about the revival of the Goddess Tradition in he New Age
and why the Goddess wants us all to reunite with Her now. An unusual book from
an unusual writer.
From the hearth to the altar, make magic in every moment. Being a Witch isn't
limited to casting a spell under the full moon or consecrating a ritual circle.
Whether you're calling the Goddess or doing the dishes, your wonderfully witchy
ways are woven into everything you do. With her signature down-to-earth wisdom
and warmth, Deborah Blake takes you into the heart of what it means to be a
Witch all day, every day. Filled to the brim with practical suggestions, Pagan and
Wicca spells, and helpful advice, this essential book brings to light all facets of a
modern Witch's life: The seven core beliefs of Witches, mindful eating and health,
creating sacred space at home, relationships with non-Pagans, sex and the
single Witch, raising Pagan children, solitary and coven practice, Pagan ritual,
and green living. "Deborah Blake has created a practical method of weaving the
spiritual into the daily chores of the mundane world in which we must live."-Edain
McCoy, author of Advanced Witchcraft and If You Want to Be a Witch
Evolution of Goddess
The Heart of the Goddess
Myths, Invocations & Rituals
The Goddess Pose
In the Hand of the Goddess
An Introduction to Her Religion
Working with the Sacred Feminine to Awaken, Heal and Transform
The Goddess War begins in Antigoddess, the first installment of the new series by acclaimed author of
Anna Dressed in Blood, Kendare Blake. Old Gods never die... Or so Athena thought. But then the
feathers started sprouting beneath her skin, invading her lungs like a strange cancer, and Hermes showed
up with a fever eating away his flesh. So much for living a quiet eternity in perpetual health. Desperately
seeking the cause of their slow, miserable deaths, Athena and Hermes travel the world, gathering allies
and discovering enemies both new and old. Their search leads them to Cassandra—an ordinary girl who
was once an extraordinary prophetess, protected and loved by a god. These days, Cassandra doesn't
involve herself in the business of gods—in fact, she doesn't even know they exist. But she could be the
key in a war that is only just beginning. Because Hera, the queen of the gods, has aligned herself with
other of the ancient Olympians, who are killing off rivals in an attempt to prolong their own lives. But
these anti-gods have become corrupted in their desperation to survive, horrific caricatures of their former
glory. Athena will need every advantage she can get, because immortals don't just flicker out. Every one
of them dies in their own way. Some choke on feathers. Others become monsters. All of them rage
against their last breath. The Goddess War is about to begin. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Pursuing her desire to be a knight, Alanna learns many things in her role as squire to Prince Jonathan,
but fears Duke Roger, an ambitious sorcerer with whom she knows she will one day have to deal.
This beautiful hardcover book complements the author's "Book of Hours: Prayers to the Goddess" and
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offers god-centered prayers, meditations, and affirmations. Includes eight prayers for the Sabbats and
prayers for various occasions. Glossary.
With Gisèle Scanlon's chic and sophisticated guide, every woman can perfect her divine. In The
Goddess Guide, she shares the secrets of living an unforgettable and desirable life, garnered from her
own experiences and insight as well as those from a throng of fashion houses and celebrities, including
Dolce & Gabbana, Laura Mercier, top New York trainer David Kirsch, and award–winning Chef Heston
Blumenthal. Discover such secrets as: Finding the perfect bra Make-up bag essentials Closet cleaning
the eBay way Caring for fine cashmere The best vintage shops around the world Essential discount
websites, seasonal trends, and a body shape guide Tips for a clutter-free home, and much more Want to
know why the soles of Christian Luoboutin's beautiful shoes are always crimson red? Ever wondered
what Britartist Tracey Emin collects? Going to London, Paris, New York and need to know what
prefumes, trinkets and treats to try out and bring home so that you can relive your trip and share the
world with your family and friends? Perhaps you have a room to decorate and want to put up – and
customize – a wall that will give you a daily feelgood feeling? Still searching for the best – fitting jeans,
the snuggliest duvet, that awesome movie to watch while you work at home on a day off of work or
fancy buying a neat piece of street art? Not only does The Goddess Guide, written by worldwide
coolhunter Gisèle Scanlon contain all of the answers to the previous questions, but it's also beautiful to
hold and own. The cover is a collection of Gisèle's favourite things experienced in her travels put
together in a lush velvet rich flock by her photographer coolhunting partner. Inside this eclectic
homemade handbook is another beautiful visual treat, each chapter heading has been embroidered by the
Queen of England's embroiderery house and each page is completely original and individually
scrapbooked and handmade with layers of illustration, photography and exquisite tips. The Goddess
Guide also contains handwritten letters from cool industry insiders as varied as Nylon magazine editor
Marvin Scott Jarrett and New York fashion designer Narciso Rodriquez. From getting the perfect
Hollywood smile from world renowned experts Marc Lowenburg and Gregg Lituchy in New York to
booking the best hotel bed and seeing Christian Louboutin's Paris to obtaining those perfectly sculpted
arms, The Goddess Guide has it all.
Practicing the Presence of the Goddess
The Little Book of Hindu Deities
The Alphabet Versus the Goddess
Goddess Power
You Are a Goddess
Daily Meditations on the Feminine Spirit
Book of the Goddess
An illustrated seasonal celebration of goddesses "The Goddess Book is a joyful
celebration of perennial goddess wisdom that nourishes, expands, and inspires.”
—HeatherAsh Amara, author of Warrior Goddess Training This is a book of
mediations that celebrate the divine feminine. It is an exploration of
representations of the goddess throughout history. Here are heroines, queens,
witches, healers, proud princesses, courageous daughters, and cranky crones.
Organized by the four seasons, author Nancy Blair groups these goddesses
according to the seasons in which their energies are most potent. These
meditations and affirmations challenge readers to: Awaken the divine feminine
Join the seasonal circle of goddesses Create meaningful, simple, heart-nourishing
rituals Let the goddess inform daily life Create the life you want Here is a book of
earth-based spirituality, informed by perennial goddess wisdom. The words and
the stunning art of artist Thaila Took create a sacred space that will nourish
women around the world. From Aphrodite, Brigit, Hekate, and Lilith to Baba Yaga,
Kuan Yin, Oshun, and Sekmet this is a treasury to let the goddesses empower and
inspire you. "Every woman needs this book on her bedside table. An active and
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animated must-read.”—Emma Mildon, bestselling author of The Soul Searcher’s
Handbook and Evolution of Goddess
Isis Magic: Cultivating a Relationship with the Goddess of 10,000 Names enables
the many women and men who are today exploring Goddess spirituality to build a
relationship with the Divine Feminine by focusing their exploration through the
worship of one of the most well-known and well-loved Goddesses of all time: the
Egyptian Isis. Today, as in ancient times, Isis, known as the Goddess of Ten
Thousand Names, can become for Her devotees the One Goddess Who is All
Goddesses. Isis Magic begins with a well-researched and in-depth history of the
nature and worship of Isis from Her ancient Egyptian origins to the modern day.
In the first part of the book, readers discover the many faces of Isis, from Ancient
Bird of Prey Goddess and Lady of Magic to Queen of the Mysteries and Savior.
Readers will learn how Isis later became disguised as a Black Madonna, a
historical Queen of Egypt, and even as an Alchemical Principle--as well as how Her
true identity as a Goddess was retained in the inner teachings of secret societies.
Finally, readers follow Isis into the 20th and 21st centuries as Her undisguised
worship is revived, first by colorful personalities like Dion Fortune and influential
groups such as the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, and today by worldwide
associations like the Fellowship of Isis. The book's second part applies this
knowledge to a four-part spiritual journey to the heart of the Goddess. With each
step, the reader enters a successively deeper stage of relationship with Isis. By
participating in exercises, meditations, and powerful, beautifully written rituals,
readers can initiate themselves into the magical religion of Isis and become, if
they so desire, a dedicated priestess or priest. Written by M. Isidora Forrest, an
ordained Priestess of Isis and Hermetic Adept, Isis Magic brings the worship of
Isis to life. It is the perfect resource to aid the individual seeker, to inspire a
circle, coven, or Iseum, or to serve as a program of spiritual growth and personal
development for those called by Isis to be Her priestesses and priests.
An anthology with contributions from nineteen writers, The Goddess in America is
a book that identifies the enduring experience of Goddess Spirituality through a
four-part discussion focused on the Native Goddess, the Migrant Goddess, the
Goddess in relation to other aspects of American culture (Feminism, Christianity,
Witchcraft etc.) and the Goddess in contemporary America.
This discounted ebundle includes: Antigoddess, Mortal Gods, Ungodly “Blake
presents a gory, thrilling vision of the twilight of the gods, in all their pettiness
and power, while letting readers draw their own messages and conclusions.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review Old gods never die.... Or so Athena thought.
As horrific afflictions bring the ancient immortal Olympians to their knees, a
thoroughly modern Athena and Hermes travel the world searching for answers.
What they find is Cassandra, the ordinary girl who can’t remember her
extraordinary past life. The Goddess War begins in Antigoddess, the first book in
a riveting new horror series from Kendare Blake, critically acclaimed author of
Anna Dressed in Blood. Other Tor Teen books by Kendare Blake Anna Dressed in
Blood Girl of Nightmares At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Girl and the Goddess
The Goddess Test
Evolution of an Image
Awakening the Wisdom of the Divine Feminine in Your Life
The Goddess is in the Details
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Rebirth of the Goddess
A Celebration of Witches, Queens, Healers, and Crones

Explore the mysteries of the feminine divine Joseph Campbell brought
mythology to a mass audience. His bestselling books, including The Power of
Myth and The Hero with a Thousand Faces, are the rare blockbusters that are
also scholarly classics. While Campbell’s work reached wide and deep as he
covered the world’s great mythological traditions, he never wrote a book on
goddesses in world mythology. He did, however, have much to say on the
subject. Between 1972 and 1986 he gave over twenty lectures and workshops on
goddesses, exploring the figures, functions, symbols, and themes of the
feminine divine, following them through their transformations across cultures
and epochs. In this provocative volume, editor Safron Rossi—a goddess studies
scholar, professor of mythology, and curator of collections at Opus Archives,
which holds the Joseph Campbell archival manuscript collection and personal
library—collects these lectures for the first time. In them, Campbell traces the
evolution of the feminine divine from one Great Goddess to many, from Neolithic
Old Europe to the Renaissance. He sheds new light on classical motifs and
reveals how the feminine divine symbolizes the archetypal energies of
transformation, initiation, and inspiration.
"This comprehensive text, highly acclaimed as the premier sourcebook on
goddesses, introduces students of religion to the various manifestations and
complex nature of the goddess. Often a stranger to contemporary devotees of
monotheistic religions, the goddess forces the recognition of female power,
which can transform deeply held beliefs. The recent renewed interest in
goddesses and the rise of feminist scholarship are addressed in this wellchosen collection of essays, written by an international group of scholars. The
book elucidates the diverse religious cultures and periods of history in which
goddesses have played an important role by providing examples of ancient and
modern goddesses in Eastern and Western religious traditions, in major world
and tribal religions, and in living religions and those no longer
practiced."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Because the classic writings on the Qabala have been expressed primarily in the
terminology of the Western Mystery Tradition or in terms of the ceremonial
magician, its usefulness as a tool for the Craft has been overlooked. With this
book, Ellen Cannon Reed -- a High Priestess of the Isian tradition -- brings the
symbolism of the Qabala into a new light so pagans can see its value and use it
to enhance the Great Work. Reed explains the Tree of Life -- the primary symbol
used to represent the universal energies as "revealed" by the Qabala -- and how
its spheres and paths correspond to elements in the pagan tradition. Teachers
can use the Qabala to understand the growth of students and their problems,
using the Vices and Virtues to recognize stages of growth. Reed also provides
exercises, meditations, and encouragement to students who are studying
without a teacher. She discusses the Qabala as it appears in everyday life, which
spheres of the Tree of Life to use for specific workings, and details two rituals
using the Tree: a Dedication to the Journey, and the Rite of mending Love.
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Reed's command of the material allows teachers and students alike to gain
powerful insight into their own search for spirituality. First published in 1983 as
Witches Qabala Book 1: The Goddess and the Tree, this revised and updated
edition is enhanced with Reed's thirteen additional years of experience.
Bestselling poet, writer, and Instagram sensation Nikita Gill returns with an
innovative novel in verse, exploring Hindu mythology and legend. Let her be a
little less human, a little more divine Give her heart armor so it doesn't break as
easily as mine Meet Paro. A girl with a strong will, a full heart, and much to learn.
Born into a family reeling from the ruptures of Partition in India, we follow her as
she crosses the precarious lines between childhood, teenage discovery, and
realizing her adult self. In the process, Paro must confront fear, desire and the
darkest parts of herself in the search for meaning and, ultimately, empowerment.
Nikita Gill's vivid poetry and beautiful illustrations have captured hearts and
imaginations--but in The Girl and the Goddess, she offers us her most personal
and deeply felt writing to date: an intimate coming-of-age story told in linked
poems that offers a look into the Hindu mythology and rich cultural influences
that helped her become the woman she is today.
The Goddess in America
Finding Meaning in Feminist Spirituality
Mortal Gods
The Conflict Between Word and Image
Cultivating a Relationship with the Goddess of 10,000 Names
Isis Magic
Rituals and Spells for Reclaiming Your Feminine Fire
Describes and captures geographically diverse goddesses in text and photographs of the feminine in
landscape
Now you can find more meaning and joy in your life, journey inward, find the divine, and become
transformed, when you readThe Goddess Path by Patricia Monaghan. The Goddess Path can be your
guide to speed you on your spiritual quest. Think of this book as a signpost on your spiritual travels,
designed to help you nurture your own connection to the goddess and share in her boundless wisdom.
Call her into your life with beautiful and ancient invocations. Create your own rituals to honor the
lessons she has to teach. As you ponder life-changing questions and venture on brave new experiments,
you fan the divine spark into flameand, in that fire, you are transformed. The Goddess Path includes
myths, symbols, feast days, ancient invocations, and suggestions for connecting with the following
goddesses for these purposes and more: ·Amaterasu for clarity ·Aphrodite for passion ·Artemis for
protection ·Athena for strength ·Brigid for survival ·The Cailleach for power ·Demeter and Persephone
for initiation ·Gaia for abundance ·Hathor for affection ·Hera for dignity ·Inanna for inner strength ·Isis
for restorative love ·Kali for freedom ·Kuan-Yin for mercy ·The Maenads for ecstasy ·The Muses for
inspiration ·Oshun for healing love ·Paivatar for release ·Pomona for joy ·Asule and Saules Meita for
family health Monaghan, a faculty member at DePaul University, is a leader of the contemporary
goddess movement. InThe Goddess Path, she presents a means to work with the goddess, using ancient
and modern techniques that will thrill and amaze you. For new levels of peace, joy, and increased
closeness to the Divine, getThe Goddess Path.
Bestselling spiritual author of The Soul Searcher’s Handbook, Emma Mildon—the “goddess-messengergirlfriend who may just lead you to your inner guru” (Katie Silcox, New York Times bestselling
author)—provides a fascinating, fun, and inspiring exploration of female divinity throughout history,
myth, and religion to help women understand, embody, and celebrate their inner goddess. Evolution of
Goddess is a practical introduction to the goddess realm, digging up the histories of long-forgotten
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myths of goddesses of love, war, death, the sun, the moon, and more. With this clear-eyed and spirited
book, you can finally become familiarized with goddesses from a wide range of cultures throughout
history, including the mermaids of the Atlantic, the empresses of ancient Egypt, the wise women of the
Middle Ages, right up to the modern-day goddesses who walk amongst us today as humble light
workers, educating and inspiring. Through a goddess assessment, you’ll uncover your own goddess
archetype and be given rituals, meditations, and exercises to tap and embolden your own feminine
superpowers. Imbue your life with healing, invigorating goddess energy, and discover ways to harness
your new empowerment to improve the world. Now is the time to reconnect with the strength and
holistic spirituality of our ancestors—to trace the evolution of the Goddess.
Discover the goddess energies that lie within you and are guiding your life, with the ten goddess
archetypes in this book. Discover How the Goddess is Guiding Your Life. You know 'the Goddess' as a
divine feminine figure of myth, art and faith - but are you aware that, in truth, the Goddess is a life force
that lives in you? Did you know that your multi-faceted experiences of life as a woman are influenced by
Goddess consciousness? Do you sense that you have a hidden feminine energy that longs to be seen,
accepted, valued - and used for a healing purpose? In this highly engaging and stirring book, leading
intuitive Sophie Bashford takes you on a journey to meet nine Goddess archetypes, which will help you
to: * understand the many ups and downs, emotions and cycles of your life through the 'eyes of the
Goddess' * discover how the Goddesses can ignite your spiritual growth and uncover your feminine
healing gifts * learn how to work with each Goddess for self-healing, positive inner change and
empowerment * get in touch with a divine feminine support and healing system comprising nine
archetypes - including Kali, Mary Magdalene, Aphrodite and Isis Sharing intuitively channelled
messages, beautiful guided meditations and moving personal experiences, Sophie leads you into safe
territories where your darkest fears can be healed, your deepest dreams awakened and your entire life
transformed.
Return of the Goddess
The Witch's Qabalah
Conversations with the Goddess
Daughters of the Goddess
The Goddess Path
Stories and Poems of Divine Wisdom
Everyday Rituals to Transform Your World

More women than ever are incorporating some kind of
spiritual practice into their daily lives, and not always
in traditional religious form, but as alternative or hybrid
practices. In Practicing the Presence of the Goddess,
Barbara Ardinger offers a wide variety of meditations and
personal rituals to help women honor the feminine spirit
and commune with the Goddess. These include creating a
sacred space at home, building a meaningful altar, using
ritual and meditation to enrich awareness, and inventing
new rituals to celebrate personal events. The author's wry,
gentle humor and loving attitude shine through the text,
which offers possibilities ranging from bringing love into
one's life to having a heart-to-heart with the Goddess.
Sacred cross-cultural images of the Goddess combined with
myth and meditations are the perfect empowerment tool for
all generations in this #MeToo Moment.
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Yes, she's a goddess. And, oh yes, he is most certainly a
god. You can tell from the fact he marches around in
glimmering armor, picking fights with titans and picking up
divine broads. But she didn't sign up for this. Sea
monsters, kidnappings, evil plots, and the end of the
world? Are you kidding? She spends most nights reading the
weather report and icing cupcakes. It’s all his fault. …
Trapped by Thor follows a hidden goddess and an irritating,
bearded hero fighting through myth for the truth – and
ultimately, each other. If you love your contemporary
fantasies with action, heart, and a splash of romance, grab
Trapped by Thor Book One today and soar free with an Odette
C. Bell series.
Now you can turn every day into a day dedicated to the
goddess and your own personal spiritual evolution, when you
get The Goddess Companion by Patricia Monaghan. Turn to The
Goddess Companion each day for a clearer insight into how
the divine flows through your life. This spirit-nourishing
collection of 366 authentic goddess prayers, invocations,
chants, and songs was culled from dozens of diverse eras
and cultures. Each ancient prayer rings out in clear
language that maintains the sacred spirit of the originals.
·A different traditional prayer, invocation, or chant to
the goddess for each day of the year ·Each is illuminated
by readings about the ancient quote that offer rich
material for reflection, inspiration, and bliss ·Multiple
indices allow you to find information by goddess name,
subject, or cultural origin ·Explore the goddess as
envisioned by 68 different cultures throughout the
ages?including the Americas, classical Greece and Rome,
Asia, ancient Sumeria and Babylonia, Europe, the Middle
East, and Africa ·Find prayers that encompass nearly 130
aspects of the goddess, from Aida Weydo and Amaterasu to
White Buffalo Calf Woman and Zemyna ·Use the perpetual
calendar to meditate upon one goddess prayer each day The
Goddess Companion does far more than simply give you
meditations and prayers. The readings associated with each
will give you incredible insights into a wide variety of
cultures and, just as importantly, into your very nature.
Written by one of the leaders of the contemporary goddess
movement, The Goddess Companion will help you on your
spiritual path to self-understanding.
Goddess in the Details
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The Women Saints of India
The Goddess Guide
The Goddess Book
Modern Goddess: The Complete Series
Dark Goddess Magick
Product Design by Women : January 14-February 17, 1994,
Pratt Manhattan Gallery, New York, New York, February
25-March 31, 1994, the Rubelle and Norman Schafler Gallery,
Brooklyn, New York
Modern Goddess: The Complete Series contains all three installments in the
Modern Goddess series. Sprawling fantasies intertwined with mythology,
adventure, romance, and philosophy, pick this boxset up today and soar
free with an Odette C. Bell series. Trapped by Thor: Yes, she's a goddess.
And, oh yes, he is most certainly a god. You can tell from the fact he
marches around in glimmering armor, picking fights with titans and picking
up divine broads. But she didn't sign up for this. Sea monsters,
kidnappings, evil plots, and the end of the world? Are you kidding? She
spends most nights reading the weather report and icing cupcakes. It’s all
his fault. Trapped by Atlas: Jeanie’s just an ordinary goddess holding down
an ordinary job in these hard economic times. But when an actual legend
wades into her life one day, making way more mess than she can clean, she
quickly learns there's something extra to her ordinary. It'll take her deep
into the golden age of the gods, deep into universe-ending danger, and
even deeper into a love that’s waited eons for her. Trapped by Apollo: The
first casualty in every war is the truth. Which is terrible if you happen to be
Truth herself. In the golden age of the gods, Veritas was one of the most
celebrated deities. These days she sits on her couch, suffers from panic
attacks, and shouts at the news. Modern times have not been kind to the
truth, and now she’s more elusive than ever. But when mysterious cracks
begin appearing through her temple, Veritas is forced to act. Someone is
attacking the truth, and there’s only one person she can turn to. A god
she'd rather push out a window than rely on. Her ex-husband, Apollo.
Modern times killed their love, but if it kills the truth one last time, all will
lose – none more so than Apollo.
A comprehensive, scholarly accessible study, in which the authors draw
upon poetry and mythology, art and literature, archaeology and psychology
to show how the myth of the goddess has been lost from our formal JudeoChristian images of the divine. They explain what happened to the goddess,
when, and how she was excluded from western culture, and the
implications of this loss.
Pixar animator and Academy Award–nominated director Sanjay Patel
(Sanjay’s Super Team) brings to life Hinduism’s most important gods and
goddesses—and one sacred stone—in fun, full-color illustrations, each
accompanied by a short, lively profile. The Little Book of Hindu Deities is
chock-full of monsters, demons, noble warriors, and divine divas. Find out
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why Ganesha has an elephant’s head (his father cut his off!); why Kali, the
goddess of time, is known as the “Black One” (she’s a bit goth); and what
“Hare Krishna” really means. “Throw another ingredient in the American
spirituality blender. Pop culture is veering into Hinduism.”—USA Today
Feminine Empowerment Path of the Goddess: At the dawn of religion, God
was a Woman. The Divine Feminine is known by innumerable names and
symbol-rich manifestations across the world's cultures. Throughout the
ages the Goddess has been honored and worshiped as the Virgin Mary, Isis,
Inanna, Asherah, Diana, Kuan Yin, Kali, Oshun, Athena, Pele, Sarasvati,
Demeter, and White Buffalo Calf Woman, to mention just a few. Many
conceptions of the Goddess are mysterious and seemingly paradoxical. Yet
at its source, the Divine Feminine is one. I Am (With) Her takes you on a
fascinating and, at times, surprising journey into the enduring essence of
the Divine Feminine. Inside this book you will learn: • How the Goddess
path offers an empowering message and inspiration • The importance of reestablishing a healthy balance and integration of both the "masculine" and
the "feminine" archetypes • That the notion of God as archetypal "SkyFather" is fairly recent in Western culture • Why the wisdom of the
Goddess/Sacred Feminine has been ignored, distorted, and oppressed for
centuries • How archetypes, mythic narratives, and qualities of Goddesses
are alive within you and how they reveal intimate truths about yourself and
others • How Goddesses can serve as empowering guides in your personal
and professional life • Why especially black Goddesses/dark-skinned
Mothers (e.g., Kali or Black Madonna) are a powerful symbol and catalyst
for change in our times, both individually and collectively • And much,
much more!
The Goddess Companion
Mysteries of the Feminine Divine
Prayers to the God
From the Goddess of Wealth to the Sacred Cow
South Indian Devadasis and the Sexuality of Religion
A History of the Goddess: From Ice Age to the Bible
Trapped by Thor Book One

Dark Goddess Magick introduces 20 of the most powerful shadow
goddesses and guidance on how to connect with them. Light magick is
all well and good, but sometimes you can't just “love and light” your
way through challenging circumstances. The potent shadow goddesses
you meet here, however, can guide you through the darkness.
Authored by Ara Campbell of the wildly popular Goddess Circle school
and community, each dark goddess entry includes spells, invocations,
and practices to utilize the goddess's magick and wisdom for
embodying strength, setting boundaries, and transforming your life.
Often, it is in the darkest times that we find our strength and reclaim
our power. Someone poaching on your lover, your home, or your
business? Call on Kali, The Warrioress, to release your fear and stand
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your ground. Is your world falling apart or are you processing deep
trauma or grief? Call on Persephone, The Dark Queen, to help guide
you through your emotional underworld and find a new beginning.
Trying to shake your “nice” girl or people-pleaser tendencies? Call on
Lilith, The Rebel Renegade Goddess, to reclaim your freedom. Feeling
stuck in some life situation that won’t move forward? Call upon
Morrigan, The Phantom Queen, to shapeshift the circumstances. When
life gets hard and messy, Dark Goddess Magick gives you spells,
practices, and dark goddesses you can call on.
Before the rise of monotheism, the early Hebrews were pagan and the
Old Testament tells the story of the divorce of God from his wife, the
Mother Goddess. Many familiar Bible characters are reinterpreted in a
fresh light; Moses, King Solomon, Jezebel, and Eve in the Garden of
Eden. The Bible stories are contrasted to the older goddess mythology
from Mesopotamia about Inanna and Ishtar and the goddess mythology
from Greece and Egypt.
"Biography of Indra Devi, a European woman who, over the course of
her century-long life, helped introduce yoga to the U.S"-This groundbreaking book proposes that the rise of alphabetic literacy
reconfigured the human brain and brought about profound changes in
history, religion, and gender relations. Making remarkable connections
across brain function, myth, and anthropology, Dr. Shlain shows why
pre-literate cultures were principally informed by holistic, right-brain
modes that venerated the Goddess, images, and feminine values.
Writing drove cultures toward linear left-brain thinking and this shift
upset the balance between men and women, initiating the decline of
the feminine and ushering in patriarchal rule. Examining the cultures of
the Israelites, Greeks, Christians, and Muslims, Shlain reinterprets
ancient myths and parables in light of his theory. Provocative and
inspiring, this book is a paradigm-shattering work that will transform
your view of history and the mind.
The Myth of the Goddess
A Modern Girl's Guide to Activating Your Feminine Superpowers
Given to the Goddess
Visions of the Goddess
In Praise of Adya Kali
Goddesses
This book details the goddess Kali, and her culture of devotion
in West Bengal and South Asia. Different from most contemporary
books about this Dark Goddess, this book offers a liturgy of
worship -- a spiritual practice, the Song of the Hundred Names
of Adya Kali, that readers can use to cultivate a direct
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devotional relationship to Kali. This book is also a contextsetting guide, establishing this practice as a general
orientation to life. Most compelling, the text of this liturgy
and Commentaries contain an intimate revelation of how the
goddess establishes herself in her devotees' bodies and thus
intervenes, by unconditional love and acceptance, in their
lives. A lengthy Introduction, both scholarly and personal,
describes the goddess and the possibilities that these prayers
will offer. Aditi Devi guides us in how to build a shrine to
Kali, various types of offerings to make to her, and suggests a
schedule for how to use this liturgy with a long-term commitment
over the course of 108 nights. "This Song of the Hundred Names
is a powerful teaching that all forms are her forms", the author
notes. Male, female, or other gendered, readers are presented
with the possibility to experience the depths of their own
internal feminine energies, and thereby come into greater
healing and wholeness, more readily able to express this often
neglected part of ourselves. Aditi Devi's long term spiritual
practice and immersion within living Tantric lineages in South
Asia is the source of this book.
As ancient immortals are left reeling, a modern Athena and
Hermes search the world for answers in Mortal Gods, the second
Goddess War novel by Kendare Blake, acclaimed author of Anna
Dressed in Blood. Ares, god of war, is leading the other dying
gods into battle. Which is just fine with Athena. She's ready to
wage a war of her own, and she's never liked him anyway. If
Athena is lucky, the winning gods will have their immortality
restored. If not, at least she'll have killed the bloody lot of
them, and she and Hermes can die in peace. Cassandra Weaver is a
weapon of fate. The girl who kills gods. But all she wants is
for the god she loved and lost to return to life. If she can't
have that, then the other gods will burn, starting with his
murderer, Aphrodite. The alliance between Cassandra and Athena
is fragile. Cassandra suspects Athena lacks the will to truly
kill her own family. And Athena fears that Cassandra's hate will
get them all killed. The war takes them across the globe,
searching for lost gods, old enemies, and Achilles, the greatest
warrior the world has ever seen. As the struggle escalates,
Athena and Cassandra must find a way to work together. Because
if they can't, fates far worse than death await. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
"An indispensable source work for anyone interested in this very
important development of religious ideas."—Marija Gimbutas.
Ranges from the Paleolithic Age to the present-day Gaia
Hypothesis.
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This book takes us along on a search for the feminine face of
God. We travel with Linda Johnsen for a fascinating
investigation of the great women saints of India who manifest
the divine in their lives. Together with her we comb the
scriptures, meet the holy ones, and are led, step by step, to
sit in awe at the feet of six remarkable, contemporary women.
The Book of the Goddess, Past and Present
Book of Hours
Antigoddess
The Goddess War Trilogy
(Antigoddess, Mortal Gods, Ungodly)
Approaching the Primordial Dark Goddess Through the Song of Her
Hundred Names
The Audacious Life of Indra Devi, the Woman who Helped Bring
Yoga to the West
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